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BEST PRACTICE

S EVEN PERCENT  FUEL  SAV INGS  WITH  OPT IM IZED 
HULL  C LEANING
Some years ago, shipping company Ardmore has acquired a quota 
of hull cleanings for a fixed period of time. In order to optimize the 
use of these services, Ardmore was looking for a way to gather 
data that allow to calculate the ideal timing for the cleaning of each 
individual vessel. Tests to extract this information from noon reports 
were not successful.

The solution was finally found with SkySails Vessel Performance 
Management (V-PER). V-PER recommendations for hull cleaning are 
deduced from the analysis of high resolution fuel consumption data 
and the individual baseline of each vessel. Thanks to this informa-
tion, SkySails V-PER enables the customer to save 7% of fuel con-
sumption which generates annual cost savings of nearly $270,000.

Fix intervals 
(bi-yearly)

Optimized 
intervals

Number of cleanings 2 2

Cleaning costs same in both cases

Av. fuel consumption rate [t/d] 23.4 21.8

Cost savings [%] 7

Total annual bunker costs [$] 3,882,031 3,612,806

Annual cost savings [$] 269,225

SkySails V-PER helps to:
• make informed decisions on when to schedule the next cleaning
• realize savings by either reducing the vessel´s consumption or 

by protecting the coating from degradation from unnecessary 
cleanings

• establish reliable data to anticipate or more quickly settle claims 
with charterers
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Garry Noonan, 

Ardmore Shipping Services Limited:

„We consistently use our hull degradation report provided by 
SkySails V-PER to plan and execute timely cleaning of each of 
our vessels to ensure that we are continuously operating as ef-
ficiently as possible. This enables us to both save on fuel consu-
med, and CO2 generated. The hull degradation report is the key 
tool we utilise in planning the most favourable time and location 
to carry out each hull cleaning.“


